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Abstract: The method of calculating the number of average value exceedings ship’s 

propulsion engine torque signal is described in probabilistic aspect. The number of 

exceendings can be used as an indicator of engine injection system efficiency. 

Instantaneous torque values measured on intermediate shaft in various sailing 

conditions determine ergodic realization of  stationary stochastic process.. 

Reliable marine engine in directly propulsion system determines the safety of the 

ship's movement. Traffic safety of the ship prevent pollution of the marine 

environment by its wreck. 
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Streszczenie: Przedstawiono metodę obliczania liczby przewyższeń wartości 

średniej przez sygnał momentu obrotowego silnika napędowego statku. Liczba 

przewyższeń może być wykorzystana jako wskaźnik prawidłowości działania układu 

wtryskowego silnika. Chwilowe wartości momentu mierzone na wale napędowym 

stanowią ergodyczną realizację stacjonarnego procesu stochastycznego.. 

Niezawodność okrętowego silnika w bezpośrednim układzie napędowym statku 

decyduje o bezpieczeństwie jego ruchu. Bezpieczeństwo ruchu statku zapobiega 

zanieczyszczeniu środowiska morskiego przez jego zatonięcie 
 

Słowa kluczowe: silnik okrętowy, sygnał momentu obrotowego silnika, 

bezpieczeństwo ruchu statku  
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1. Introduction 

In steering system of ship’s propulsion engines, torque meters are used in order to 

protect them against overloading by torque. Torque meters with small-constant 

take measurements characteristic deflected by accidental disturbances. Such signals 

can be used to control engine’s injection systems during its settled work by 

measuring the number of torque exceedings in relation to average value in time 

unit. Thus allow us to assess the correctness of the injection system and detect its 

failure. This contributes to improved durability and reliability of the ship's engine 

and the cleanliness of the exhaust. In addition, increased vessel traffic safety with 

direct-drive system which forms a serial reliability structure. In such a system 

failure of the propulsion engine of the vessel loses its steering.  

2. The number of given level exceedings by random torque function 

Efficient engine performance is connected with torque of with instantaneous values 

in time of settle work make a signal being a random function. Such a signal 

includes random components originating from accidental disturbances of 

combustion process in engine’s cylinders and anti-torque changes. Signals of 

instantaneous torque values are ergodic realizations of stationary stochastic process 

[ 1, 3, 5 ]. For stationary processes, distribution density of instantaneous torque 

values   f(M)  as well as bivariate distribution density of torque value probability 

and its change rate f(M, v) do not depend on time. 

Probability of exceeding average by torque signal is determined by the formula: 

dtMpMtMdttVMP )(})()({           (1) 

where:- 

P{  }  -  probability of occurrences of exceeding average value by torque signal, 

M   -  average value estimated approximately, 

M(t)  -  torque value in given time t, 

V(t)  -  change of torque value in given time  t, (torque derivative after time), 

)(Mp    -  temporary probability density of exceeding average value by torque 

signal in time unit, 

dt         -  time interval i.e. time difference between taking torque value reading 

named sampling step or discretisation time 

 

Discretisation time dt is selected so as to avoid physical possibility of occurrence 

signal components of higher frequencies than limit frequency fg which satisfies a 

condition: 

gf
dt


2

1
              (2) 

where: 

- notations as above. 
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Probability of exceeding average value by torque signal in infinitesimal 

discretisation time dt is proportional to the length of the interval [ 1, 2 ]. The sum 

of probabilities of exceeding average value M by torque signal upwards )(Mp  

and downwards )(* Mp  in time until is determined by the formula: 

)(
)(

)(
),()(*)( MfM

tM

tV
EdvvvMfMpMp 








 





   (3) 

where: 

M    - average torque value estimated approximately, 

M(t)   - torque value in given time t, 

E[   ]   - symbol of average value, 

),( vMf  - bivariate distribution of probability density of average torque value and 

its change rate, 

v    - absolute value of torque signal change rate, 

)(Mf   - density of probability distribution of average torque value, 

)(tV    - absolute value of instantaneous change rate of torque. 

The number of exceedings 
M

N of average value M  by torque signal is 

proportional to selected observation time interval T and is determined by the 

formula:- 

dvvMfvTN
M

 


0

),(            (4) 

where:- 

- notations as above. 

 

While selecting torque observation time T the following condition should be 

satisfied:- 

minmax

1

ff
T


               (5) 

where: 

maxf  - the largest expected frequency of torque signal in [Hz], 

minf  - the smallest expected frequency of torque signal in [Hz]. 

 

Torque observation time interval T determines discrimination degree of harmonic 

components while discretisation time dt determines maximum frequency which can 

still be discriminated in torque signal. 
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The average number of exceedings of the value appointed by torque signal in time 

unit MN defines so-called its “apparent” frequency and is determined by the 

formula: 

dvvMfv
T

N
N M

M  


0

),(          (6) 

where: 

- notations as above. 

The exactness of the average number of exceedings in time unit MN  is related to 

terror mean-square which is made when the number is being determined. Terror 

mean-square 
MN

  made when determining the average number of exceedings 

MN  in time unit for observation length of torque signal T is calculated by means 

of the expression [ 1 ]: 

 

T

M
M

N
tdtPtTTNTN

M

0

2 )()()()(    (7) 

where: 

MN     -  average number of exceedings in time unit for observation ( recording ) 

length of torque signal T in [s], 

)( tP   - probability of occurrence of torque signal exceeding in relation to average 

value in time instances which are distant from each other by t  seconds, 

M
N    - the number of torque signal exceedings in relation to average value. 

Terror mean-square
MN

  tends towards zero for observation (recording) times of 

torque signal tending to infinity. 
 

3.  Measurements of quantities of average value exceedings by torque 

signal on intermediate shaft  
 

Measurements of instantaneous torque values can be taken by means of torque 

meter and transformer method with non-contact transmission of signal from 

rotating shaft [ 3 ]. Measurements of quantities of average value exceedings by 

torque signal hale been in two stages: 

1. The first stage of measurements comprises recordings of torque signal during 

work of ship’s propulsions engine in different signal during settled work of 

ship’s propulsion engine in different sailing conditions are shown. 
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Fig. 1. Torque signals of fixe frequency f=10Hz on intermediate shaft 

 measured in diffrent saling conditions 
 

2. The second stage of measurements comprises recordings of torque signal while 

introducing disturbances in fuel injection to one of the engine’s cylinders. 

Disturbances were introduced by gradual opening injector’s deaerating value in 

torque signals while taking such measurements are shown. 

The charter of establishing the number of torque signal exceeding of average value 

according to measurement time was checked experimentally. His check results are 

show after work [ 3 ] on chart 1. On its basis were made diagrams presenting 

correlation between average number of torque signal exceedings of average value 

in time unit and quantity of their occurrences, which are shown in fig. 3. The 

average number of exceedings stabilizes satisfactorily on the segment of torque 

signal measured in one-second time. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Torque signals at times when different quantities of fuel were injected to a cylinder 

of ship’s propulsion engine in its settled motion.  

Legend: 1- At time of undisturbed engine’s work; 2- on the time of dropping fuel by 

deaerating injector; 3- complete lack of fuel injection to engine’s cylinder. 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

Measurements of number torque signal exceedings of average allow us to ascertain 

the following: 

1) One-second-recording of torque during normal operation of five-cylinder engine 

at rotational speed varying from 2,1[s
-1

] to 2,25 [s
-1

] keeps the number of 

exceedings within the limit (from 19 to 21), 
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2) Frequency of torque signals is determined by frequency of ignition occurrences 

in engine’s cylinders, 

3) The numbers of torque signal exceedings of average value in time unit depends 

only on rotational speed of the engine and is independent of quantities of 

amplitudes and signal phases connected with sailing conditions of the ship (fig. 

1.), 

4) Disturbances developed by dropping fuel in injector deaerating process cause 

decrease in time unit; For conditions shown in point 1, the number of 

exceedings of torque signal being recorder in one-second time was kept within 

the limit (from 6 to 8), 

5) For undisturbed five-cylinder engine operation at rotational speed 1,1[s
-1

] i.e. 

„very slowly ahead” the number of torque signal exceedings of average value in 

one second time is equal to11. 

 
Fig. 3.  Correlation between the average number of exceedings of a given value by torque 

signal MN  and observed quantity of their occurrences
M

N  during normal and disturbed 

ship’s propulsion engine operation 
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On the basis of number of torque signal exceedings of average value in time unit, 

the statements above make possible to establish the limit value at which condition. 

This limit value can be a unitary number of exceedings at settled work of the 

engine operating at minimum rotational speed [ 4, 5 ]. Decrease in number of 

torque signal exceedings in time unit below the limit value informs about 

malfunction of the injection systems of ship’s propulsion engine 
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